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1. Themes of Jude the obscure Prepared by Nidhi Dave MA sem -1 Paper no – 4 Literature of the Victorians Topic.- Themes of Jude the Obscure Submited to Department of English Mkbu 2. Thomas Hardy • The poet and novelist Thomas Hardy is perhaps most famous for his powerfully visual novels, concerned with the inexorability of human destiny.
His works unfold against a rural background drawn as an elegy for vanishing country ways, but which also provides much- needed comic relief. 3. • One of the most renowned poets and novelists in English literary history, Thomas Hardy was born in 1840 in the English village of Higher Bockhampton in the county of Dorset. • Strongly identifying
himself and his work with Dorset, Hardy saw himself as a successor to the Dorset dialect poet William Barnes, who had been a friend and mentor • .Hardy called his novels the Wessex Novels, after one of the kingdoms of Anglo-Saxon Britain. 4. Themes of Jude the Obscure • Free will and Human Frastation • Marriage • Fate- Human predicament •
Social.Criticism • Women in society • Religion 5. Free will and Human Frastation • Humans are becoming aware that their lives are governed by old ideas and old institutions and they desire to break out of these obsolete forms. • This modern spirit causes him to question old beliefs and institutions and to seek new ones, to give up what is known and
tried for the unknow and new, and hence to experience.loneliness and frustration as he searches own. • Specifically in the novel, Hardy depicts character who raise questions about such things as religion beliefs, social classes,the conventions of marriage, and elite educational institutions and who feel in the absence of the old certainties that the
universe may be governed by a mysterious, possibly Malign power. 6. • Marriage • In a way, this book is staging a whole debate on the institution of marriage. Hardy does not necessarily suggest that marriage is automatically bad, he just makes it clear that he believes people should be able to step away from a marriage if things do get dire. He also
makes it clear that marriage is not necessarily linked to love in any way, so it’s obvious that a decent, understanding society would accept Jude and Sue’s relationship because they truly love each other, regardless of whether they are married or not. • The novel is not a simple diatribe against marriage, but instead illustrates a complex, contradictory
situation. Sue and Jude want their love to be true and spontaneous, but also totally monogamous and everlasting. 7. The epigraph to the novel is “the letter killeth,” which comes from a quote from Jesus in the Bible: “The letter killeth, but the spirit giveth light.” Hardy intended this quote to refer to marriage, where the contract of the institution kills
joy and true love, but Hardy purposefully leaves off the optimism of “the spirit” – Jude and Sue’s joy is fleeting even when they are only following “Nature’s law,” and in the end they find no good answer for how to properly love and live together. By the novel’s tragic end Hardy still leaves the question of marriage unanswered, emphasizing only his
dissatisfaction with the institution as it stands. 8. Fate – Human Predicament • Throughout the book Hardy subjects his characters to many hardships and unlucky coincidences which come to feel like fate, whether that fate is interpreted as a supernatural punishment for rebelling against religion or a fate determined by a society structured to thwart
independent, sensitive souls like Jude and Sue. • Fate looms over the characters in other situations as well, like when Jude tries so hard to get into a college but is always fated to fail because of his poverty and class. • They become depressed, and start to believe that it is better never to be born than to live in such a cruel world. 9. • The climax of the
novel, Little Father Time’s murder- suicide, is portrayed as an inevitable result of the situation in which he was raised: a product of divorce, depression, and bad luck. As with the marriage question, Hardy gives no easy answer regarding fate. He seems to imply that humans should struggle against their fate (if it’s bad), but at the same time he shows
just how futile this struggle usually is. 10. Social Criticism • Much of the novel serves as a vessel for Hardy’s criticism of English Victorian society. Most of this critique is aimed at the institution of marriage, but Hardy also targets education, class divides, and hypocrisy • Hardy was far ahead of his time in many of his views – implying that universities
should accept members of the working class, couples could live together without being married, and even that the father of a woman’s child should be the woman’s business alone – but Hardy’s society was not ready for such criticism. The backlash against Jude the Obscure was so harsh that Hardy gave up writing altogether. 11. Women in society •
Sue Bridehead is a surprisingly modern and complex heroine for her time, and through her character Hardy brings up many gender-related issues. Sue is unique in Victorian society in that she lives with men without marrying (or even sleeping with) them, as with her undergraduate student friend.Sue is highly intelligent and very well-read, and she
rejects the traditional Christianity of her society. • Despite her intelligence and independence, Sue fails at her endeavors throughout the book, and through her sufferings Hardy critiques the society that punishes his heroine.As an unmarried, disgraced woman she has no power in society. • As an opposite to Sue, Arabella is greedy, sensual, and vain –
the stereotype of everything Victorian society found bad and sinful in women. Though Arabella is usually the antagonist, she is also the character who ends up the most fortunate in the plot, showing just how unprepared society was for a character like Sue. 12. Religion • Along with marriage and society, Hardy spends much of Jude the Obscure
critiquing religion and the institution of Christianity. He often portrays Christianity as life-denying and belonging to “the letter” that “killeth” (from the novel’s epigraph). • In contrast, Sue is introduced as a kind of pre-Christian entity, an ethereal, pagan spirit, and she first appears buying figures of the ancient Greek gods Venus and Apollo. • Jude,
meanwhile, hopes to join the clergy as part of his intellectual pursuits. At a model of Jerusalem, Sue wonders why Jerusalem should be honored above Athens or Rome, but Jude is mesmerized by this city which is so important to Christianity. 13. • As with most of his arguments, Hardy also undercuts himself and favors a nuanced approach to an issue.
Even as he seems to reject Christianity, he also portrays almost all the main characters as Christ-figures at several points, even describing them with Biblical language. • He seems to reject a Christianity that is overly concerned with laws and traditions, but he doesn’t portray paganism or atheism as a particularly fulfilling alternative either. 14.
Conclusion • The themes in Jude the Obscure are closely intertwined. The problem of marriage, the pain of a godless existence, religious hypocrisy, the brutal class system, and gender inequality conspire to destroy the lives of Jude and Sue. Nonetheless, they try to live their lives honestly and with kindness according to their beliefs and principles and
the spirit, if not the letter, of the law. 15. Thank you Jude the Obscure focuses on the life of a country stonemason, Jude, and his love for his cousin Sue, a schoolteacher. From the beginning Jude knows that marriage is an ill-fated venture in his family, and he believes that his love for Sue curses him doubly, because they are both members of a cursed
clan. While love could be identified as a central theme in the novel, it is the institution of marriage that is the work's central focus. Jude and Sue are unhappily married to other people, and then drawn by an inevitable bond that pulls them together. Their relationship is beset by tragedy, not only because of the family curse but also by society's
reluctance to accept their marriage as legitimate. The horrifying murder-suicide of Jude's children is no doubt the climax of the book's action, and the other events of the novel rise in a crescendo to meet that one act. From there, Jude and Sue feel they have no recourse but to return to their previous, unhappy marriages and die within the confinement
created by their youthful errors. They are drawn into an endless cycle of self-erected oppression and cannot break free. In a society unwilling to accept their rejection of convention, they are ostracized. Jude's son senses wrongdoing in his own conception and acts in a way that he thinks will help his parents and his siblings. The children are the
victims of society's unwillingness to accept Jude and Sue as man and wife, and Sue's own feelings of shame from her divorce. Jude's initial failure to attend the university becomes less important as the novel progresses, but his obsession with Christminster remains. Christminster is the site of Jude's first encounters with Sue, the tragedy that
dominates the book, and Jude's final moments and death. It acts upon Jude, Sue, and their family as a representation of the unattainable and dangerous things to which Jude aspires.
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